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To John and Claire, who have to share,
because to put one before the other just wouldn’t be fair.
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Jim was on patrol. Head up, eyes scanning, thumbs hooked
into his belt. The heft of the items clipped to it – his phone,
a walkie-talkie, a sizeable torch – pushed the leather down
towards his hips, and the weight of them forced him to
stride rather than walk. He liked that. When he got home
at the end of the day and had to take off the belt, he missed
the feel of it.
The store had only opened thirty minutes ago and the
staff still outnumbered the customers. Jim circled the
Home section, then cut through Womenswear to Grocery.
There was at least some activity there. You could count
on a handful of suited twenty-something males to come
darting around the aisles round about now, eyes scanning
for the carton of oat milk or pre-packed superfood salad
they were after, as if they were on some sort of teambuilding task.
Jim stared into their faces as they rushed past, knowing
they could feel the heat of his attention.
He made his way to the entrance, where the department
store met the rest of the shopping centre beyond. He
watched people coming and going for a few minutes. He
checked the trolleys, all neatly lined up in their bay. He
paused at the bins of plastic-wrapped bouquets to dip his
head and breathe in deep, getting a whiff of something floral
and something else faintly chemical.
1
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One of the bins appeared to be leaking water on to the
floor underneath. Jim pulled his radio off his belt and called
it in. ‘We need a clean-up by the flowers. Possible leaking
bin. Over.’
He waited for the crackle of static and the drawl of the
bored reply.
‘Copy that, Jim.’
This time of the morning he liked to have a surreptitious
read of the headlines. He moved to do that next. But before
he reached the newspapers he saw, in his peripheral vision,
someone duck behind the carousel of greeting cards about
fifteen feet to his right.
Jim didn’t react, at least not outwardly. He continued
with his plan, walking to the far side of the newspaper
display so that he could face the cards. He picked up a paper
at random and held it out in front of him. He looked at its
front page for a beat and then slowly raised his gaze.
A woman. For this time of the morning, she looked the
part. Trench coat on but not buttoned up, large leather
handbag resting in the crook of one arm, stylish but
functional shoes. A harried look. A young professional on
her way to work, trying to knock one thing off her endless
list of ‘Things To Do’ before she had to go into the office and
do more of them – or maybe that’s just what she wanted you
to think. There was something tucked under her left arm.
Jim thought it might be a book.
A ding-dong sound interrupted the quiet muzak playing
throughout the store before a disembodied voice boomed,
2
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calling someone named Marissa to Flowers. That’s Marissa
to Flowers, please; Marissa to Flowers.
The woman picked one of the cards and looked at it as
if it was the most interesting thing she’d ever seen in her
life.
Jim had the newspaper held up high. If she looked at
him from this angle she would see the grey hair and the agespotted hands, but not the ID hanging from his shirt pocket
that said SECURITY in bright red lettering.
The book slipped out from under her arm and fell to the
floor with a smack. She reached down—
The Nothing Man.
The words were printed in a harsh yellow across the
book’s black, glossy cover.
As she bent down and picked it up, Jim could see the
same three words on its spine too.
Blood suddenly rushed into his ears in a great, furious
wave, filling his head with white noise. It had an underlying
rhythm to it, almost like a chant.
The Nothing Man The Nothing Man The Nothing Man.
He was dimly aware of the fact that the woman was now
looking at him, and that it looked like he was probably
staring at her. But he couldn’t pull his eyes from the book.
He was rooted to the spot, deafened by the chant that
was growing louder all the time, only moments away from
becoming a full-blown, wailing siren.
THE NOTHING MAN THE NOTHING MAN THE
NOTHING MAN.
3
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The woman frowned at him, then moved away in the
direction of the tills.
Jim didn’t follow to check that she was actually going
to pay for the book, which he might have done under
normal circumstances. Instead, he turned and walked in the
opposite direction, towards the aisle where they stocked the
stationery supplies, a small selection of children’s toys and
the books.
It’s fiction, he told himself. It has to be.
But what if it wasn’t?
He didn’t have to search. Three entire shelves were taken
up with its display. Every copy was facing out. A dark
chorus, screaming at him.
Pointing at him.
Accusing him.
They hadn’t been there yesterday, Jim was sure. The
stock must have come in overnight. It must be a new book,
probably just released this week. He stepped closer to look
for the author name—
Eve Black.
To Jim, that was a twelve-year-old girl in a pink nightdress
standing at the top of the stairs, peering down into the dim,
saying ‘Dad?’ uncertainly.
No. It couldn’t be.
But it was. It said so right there on the cover.
The Nothing Man: A Survivor’s Search for the Truth.
Jim felt a heat spreading inside him. His cheeks flushed.
His hands shook with the duelling forces of his desperately
4
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wanting to reach for the book and the part of his reptilian
brain trying to stop him from doing it.
Don’t do it, he told himself, just as he reached out and
took one of the books from the shelf.
The hard cover felt smooth and waxy. He touched the
title with his fingertips, feeling the letters rising to meet his
skin.
The Nothing Man.
His other name.
The one the newspapers had given him.
The one no one knew belonged to him.
Jim turned the book over in his hands.
He came in the night, into her home. By the time he left,
only she was left alive … The sole survivor of the Nothing
Man’s worst and final attack, Eve Black delves deep into the
story of the monster who terrorised Cork City, searching for
answers – and searching for him.
After all this time …
That little fucking bitch.
Jim opened the book. Its spine cracked loudly, like a
bone.
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For Anna
and all the victims whose names we
tend to forget, or never learn
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THE VICTIMS
Alice O’Sullivan, 42
Physically assaulted in her home on Bally’s Lane, Carrigaline,
Co. Cork, on the night of 14 January 2000.

Christine Kiernan, 23
Sexually assaulted in her home in Covent Court,
Blackrock Road, Cork, on the night of 14 July 2000.

Linda O’Neill, 34
Violently and sexually assaulted in her home outside Fermoy,
Co. Cork, on the night of 11 April 2001.

Marie Meara, 28, and Martin Connolly, 30
Murdered in their home in Westpark, Maryborough Road,
Cork, on the night of 3 June 2001.

Ross Black, 42, Deirdre Black, 39
and Anna Black, 7
Murdered in their home in Passage West, Co. Cork,
on the night of 4 October 2001.
The author was the lone survivor.
She was aged 12 at the time.
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A Note on Sources

There are three sides to every story, they say: yours, mine and the
truth. At the time of writing, the Nothing Man has not yet told his.
Transcripts, reports, recordings and in-person interviews are as close
as we can get to hard facts, and I have relied on them exclusively as
sources for this book. I have made every effort to tell other people’s
stories – those of his victims, those of the man who tried to stop him
– as accurately as possible. But this is also my story. I have done my
best to tell it to you as I tell it to myself. That, I think, is as close as we
can get to the truth.
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INTRODUCTION

The Girl Who

When we meet, I probably introduce myself to you as Evelyn and say,
‘Nice to meet you.’ I transfer my glass to my other hand so I can shake
the one you’ve offered, but the move is clumsy and I end up spraying
us both with droplets of white wine. I apologise, perhaps blush with
embarrassment.You wave a hand and protest that no, no, it’s fine, really,
but I see you snatch a glance at your shirt, the one you probably had
dry-cleaned for the occasion, to surreptitiously assess the damage.
You ask me what I do and I don’t know if I’m disappointed or relieved
that this conversation is going to be longer. I say, ‘Oh, this and that,’
and then ask what you do. You tell me and I make the mmm sounds
of polite interest. There’s a silence then: we’ve run out of steam. One
of us rushes to use the last remaining card in play: ‘So, how do you
know …?’ We take turns explaining our social ties to the host, casting
for connections. We probably find some. Dublin is a small place. We
grasp for other topics: the turnout tonight, that podcast everyone is
obsessed with, Brexit.The room is uncomfortably warm and noisy and
strange bodies brush against mine as they pass, but the real source of
my anxiety, the thing that has an angry red flush flaring up my neck,
is the possibility that, at any moment, the penny will drop, and you’ll
frown and cock your head and look at me, really look at me, and say,
‘Wait, aren’t you the girl who …?’

13
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This is always my fear when I meet someone new, because I am.
I am the girl who.
I was twelve years old when a man broke into our home and
murdered my mother, father and younger sister, Anna, seven years
old then and for ever. I heard strange and confusing sounds that I
would later discover were my mother’s rape and murder and my
sister’s asphyxiation. I found my father’s bloody and battered body
in a crumpled heap at the bottom of the stairs. I believe that, having
survived the attack, he was trying to get to the phone in our kitchen
so he could raise the alarm. I survived because of my bladder, because
of the can of Club Orange I’d smuggled into my bedroom and drank in
the hour before I went to bed. Minutes before the intruder made his
way up the stairs, I woke needing to go to the bathroom. I was then
able to hide in there once it began. The lock was flimsy and there
was no means of escape. If the killer had tried the door it would have
yielded and I’d be dead as well. But for some reason, he didn’t.
We were the last family this man attacked but not the first. We
were his fifth in two years. The media dubbed him the Nothing Man
because the Gardaí, they said, had nothing on him. With the sole
exception of a momentary glimpse in the beam of headlights on the
side of the road one night, no one saw him coming or going. He wore
a mask and sometimes shone a torch directly into his victims’ faces,
so no survivor could provide a useful physical description. He used
condoms and left no hair or fingerprints that anyone was ever able
to collect. He took his weapons – a knife and then, later, a gun – with
him when he went, only ever leaving behind the strands of braided
blue rope that he used to restrain his victims. The rope never gave
up any secrets. He spoke in a weird, raspy whisper that offered no
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clues as to his real voice. He confined his crimes to one county, Cork,
Ireland’s southernmost and largest, but he moved around within it,
striking places like Fermoy, a town nearly forty kilometres outside of
Cork City, but also Blackrock, a suburb.
Nearly two decades later he remains at large and I miss my family
like phantom limbs. Their absence in my life, the tragedy of their fates
and the pain they must have suffered is a constant ringing in my ears,
a taste in my mouth, an itch on my skin. It’s everywhere, always, and
I can’t make it go away. Time hasn’t healed this wound but made it
worse, turned the skin around the original cut necrotic. I understand
much more about what I lost now, at thirty, than I did when I actually
lost it at twelve. And the monster responsible is still out there, still
free, still unidentified. Maybe he’s even spent all this time with his
family. This possibility – this likelihood – fills me with a rage so intense
that on the bad days, I can’t see through it. On the worst of them, I
wish he’d murdered me too.
But you and me, we’ve just met at a Christmas party. Or a wedding.
Or a book launch. And I don’t know you but I know that you wouldn’t
know what to do if I said any of this out loud, now, in response to your
question. So am I the girl who …? I feign confusion. The girl who what?
Just how many of those drinks have you had, anyway?
I’m good at this. I’ve had lots of practice. You will think you’re
mistaken. The conversation will move on.
As soon as I can I will, too.

In the aftermath of the attack, my only surviving grandparent – Colette,
my father’s mother – whisked me away to a place called Spanish Point
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on Ireland’s Atlantic coast. We arrived there in the middle of October,
just as the last few seasonal stragglers were packing up, and moved
into a tiny, whitewashed cottage that she said had been there since
before the Famine. Its bright red door had been newly painted in
advance of our arrival and every time I looked at it, all I could see was
fresh blood dripping down pale bedroom walls.
We were there three weeks before I realised there must have been
funerals.
The cottage was squeezed on to a narrow slip of land between
the coast road and the yawning expanse of the seemingly endless sea,
churning and wild, the winds angry to meet their first obstacle for
thousands of miles. Our position felt precarious. Lying in bed at night,
I’d listen to the roar of the waves and worry that the next one would
rise up, crash down on to the cottage and carry away what was left of
us with the force of its retreat.
It didn’t help that Spanish Point was so called because two ships
of the Spanish Armada were wrecked against the headland there
in 1588. According to local folklore, the sailors that didn’t drown
were executed and buried in a mass grave in a spot called Tuama na
Spainneach, the Spanish Tomb. Sometimes, in the winter months, when
night arrived early, I stood on the beach as it darkened and imagined
the ghosts of these men emerging from the sea. They always looked
like a cross between Egyptian mummies and Hollywood pirates, and
they were always walking directly towards me.
Our life in Spanish Point was painfully simple. We had no TV and
no computer, and I don’t remember there ever being newspapers
in the house. My grandmother, who I called Nannie, listened to the
radio for a couple of hours in the morning but only ever stations that
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played traditional Irish music and never anything with news bulletins
in between. We had a landline, which occasionally rang, but whenever
it did I’d be shooed into another room or, weather permitting, sent
outside while Nannie spoke to whoever was on the other end in
hushed tones. The phone rang often in those first few weeks and
months but afterwards, almost never. Eventually calls became so rare
that the sudden shrill of the ringer would make us both jump and turn
to one another, panicked, as if a fire alarm had just gone off and we
hadn’t known there was a fire or even an alarm.
That first year almost every day was the same, our tasks expanding
to fill however many hours we had like an emotional sealant, preventing
the grief from bubbling up to the surface and breaking through. Each
meal had a preparation, consumption and clean-up phase. Even a
simple breakfast of toast and eggs could be stretched to an hour if we
put our minds to it. Mid-morning we did what Nannie called the jobs,
tasks like housekeeping and laundry. After lunch, we’d take a long walk
down the beach and back, returning with an appetite for dinner. In
the evenings, Nannie would light a fire and we’d sit in silence, reading
our books, until the flames were reduced to embers. Then we would
double-check the doors were locked, together, and go to bed.
It was only then, when I was under the covers, alone in my room
in the dark, that I could finally give in. Let it in. The sadness, the grief,
the confusion. I would yield and it would rush in and engulf me, a
mile-high drowning wave. I knew no matter what happened during
the day, whatever the effectiveness of Nannie’s distractions, this was
what awaited me at the end of it. I cried myself to sleep every single
night and dreamed of decomposing corpses writhing around in muddy
graves. Anna’s, mostly. Trying to get out. Trying to get back to me.

17
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We never, ever, talked about what had happened. Nannie didn’t
even say their names. But sometimes I heard her whimpering softly
in her sleep, and once I walked in on her looking through one of my
mother’s boxes of old photos, her lined cheeks wet with tears. I had
so many questions about what had happened, and why it had, to us, but
I didn’t dare ask them. I didn’t want to upset Nannie. I presumed that
her and I being holed up in that cottage meant that the man who had
murdered the rest of my family was still out there somewhere and
that, by now, he knew that he’d missed one of us. Sometimes, in the
twilight moments between sleep and wakefulness, I’d see him standing
at the end of my bed. He looked like a killer from a horror movie:
crazed, blood-splattered, wild. Sometimes the knife was in me before
I’d wake up and realise it wasn’t real.
Once a week we’d go into the nearest town to exchange our library
books and do our food shopping (or to get the messages, as Nannie
called it – and as I did too until I realised, at college, that not everyone
did). She wouldn’t let me out of her sight on these excursions and
told me that, if anyone ever asked, I was to say my first name in full,
Evelyn instead of Eve. Afterwards, when I started secondary school
one year late, the forms had Nannie’s maiden name on them and I had
been issued a further instruction. I was to say my parents had died in
a car crash and that I was an only child, but only if I was asked. Never
volunteer information, Nannie said. That was the golden rule and one
I still follow now.
I didn’t question this. I just wanted to be normal, to fit in with the
other girls in my year. I assumed that how I felt – like my insides were
one big, raw, open wound and that my body was just a thin shell built
to hide this – was a permanent state that would only be made worse
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by acknowledging it. I got really good at pretending that I was fine, that
everything was, but it was a delicate surface tension that threatened
to break at any time.
I pretended my way all through school, through my Leaving Cert
exams and through four years of college at NUI Galway, where I chose
to study a business course purely because it was a known quantity. I
loved reading and writing, and the night I applied, I sat for a long time
with the cursor blinking over options with ‘Arts’ and ‘Literature’ and
‘Creative Writing’ in their title. But I couldn’t chance being trapped
in a seminar room discussing things like trauma, or grief, or violence,
especially not while strangers stared at my face. I’d be undone.
Databases and mathematics seemed safer and they proved to be.
I didn’t dream of reanimated corpses or knife-wielding killers any
more, but I had started tormenting myself by searching crowds for my
sister’s face, looking for her proxy, for someone who matched what I
thought she might look like now – which was what I looked like when
I was sixteen, because that was my only data point. I never found any
candidates.
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‘Is it any good?’
Jim snapped the book shut, releasing a sound that seemed
as loud as a thunderclap.
Steve O’Reilly, the store manager, was standing beside
him. Leaning against the shelves with his arms folded,
wearing his trademark expression of bemused superiority.
The inside of Jim’s head was an echo chamber of screams.
I was twelve years old … A man broke into our home ...
murdered my mother, father and younger sister …The lock was
flimsy … But for some reason, he didn’t. He mentally beat
them back until he found the words, ‘Not really my thing,’
and returned the book to the shelf, taking the opportunity
to pull in a deep breath and moisten his lips.
His fingers had left misty smudges on the book’s glossy
black cover.
‘Oh yeah?’ Steve raised his eyebrows. ‘Could’ve fooled
me, Jim. You looked like you were well into it.’
Steve was twenty-six and wore shiny suits and came
to work every day with globules of gel hardening in his
(receding) hairline, yet somehow had the idea that he was
a somebody and Jim was a nobody. The greatest challenge
of working for him was resisting the urge to correct him
about that.
20
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Jim turned to face Steve dead-on. He mirrored his stance,
folding his arms and leaning lightly against the shelves, a
simple trick that always seemed to make other people uneasy.
His settled his face into a perfectly neutral expression and
looked Steve right in the eye.
‘Did you need something, Steve?’
The younger man shifted his weight.
‘Yeah. I need you to remember that you’re here to work.
This isn’t a library.’ He reached out and took down the same
copy of The Nothing Man that Jim had just returned to
the shelf. ‘The Nothing Man? What were you doing, Jim?
Reliving your glory days? Oh wait, no – you were sitting at
a desk somewhere, weren’t you? They didn’t let you chase
after the actual criminals.’
Steve cracked open the book right in the middle, where
the pages were different: bright white, thick and glossy, and
displaying photographs.
On the page to Steve’s left was an image of a large detached
house and a family of young children posing by a Christmas
tree.
On the opposite one, a pencil sketch.
The pencil sketch.
Steve tapped the page. ‘Yeah, yeah. I’ve heard of this.’
Jim was looking at the sketch upside down but he didn’t
need to look at it at all to recall it perfectly. It was of a
man with small, hooded eyes set deep into a round, fleshy
face. Wearing what looked like a thick-knit hat pulled low
enough to cover his eyebrows. The angle was slightly off,
21
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the head turned a few degrees to the left, as if the man had
just heard the artist call his name and was still in the process
of turning to respond to it.
In the book, the sketch took up two-thirds of the page
above a small paragraph. Presumably the text said something
about it being based on the testimony of a witness who had
happened to drive past the house owned by the O’Sullivan
family of Bally’s Lane, near Carrigaline, Co. Cork, in the early
hours of 14 January 2000, and caught this man walking
along the side of the road with her headlights. Walking
furtively, she’d said. It was the only glimpse of the killer
they called the Nothing Man that anyone had ever got.
Jim had made sure of it.
That night, while he waited in the darkness, he thought
he’d have some warning if a car approached, that he’d hear
the rumble of the engine long before its lights lit up the
road. But the car driven by Claire Bardin, an Irishwoman
living in France but home for Christmas, seemed to come out
of nowhere. She’d surprised him, coming suddenly around a
bend, and, unthinking, he’d looked directly into the light.
Recalling it now, Jim thought he felt a cold breeze, and for a
split second he was back in the dark on the side of the road,
tense and determined, his body fizzing with adrenalin.
It would have been impressively accurate even if Bardin
had driven straight to the nearest Garda station to meet with
a sketch artist that very night. But she’d done it six months
later when, on a trip to Cork for her sister’s wedding, she
happened to read a news report about the attack and realised
22
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that the date and place matched her odd sighting, which
made its accuracy remarkable. The morning after Jim first
saw it in a paper, he’d started swimming lengths of the local
pool every day until the flesh on his face began to tighten
and cling, revealing a harsher jawline and hollows beneath
his cheekbones.
But the eyes and ears. They didn’t change with weight or
age – the eyes especially. Even if you opted for surgery you
couldn’t change where they sat in the bone structure of the
face, the distances between them and your other features.
And Claire Bardin had got them exactly right.
Back in the present, Steve was frowning at the sketch.
‘Get back to work, Jim.’ He snapped the book shut and
tucked it under his arm. ‘I’m off on my break. Don’t let me
see you still slacking when I get back.’

23
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Once he knew the book existed, Jim could think of nothing
else. It was a ring of fire around him, drawing nearer with
each passing moment, threatening to torch every layer of
him one by one. His clothes. His skin. His life. If it reached
him it would leave nothing but ash and all his secrets, totally
exposed.
He had to put it out. Now.
But what was it, really? What was this book? Why had
she written it? Why now? Nothing had changed. No one
had come for him. If it really was about her search for him
then he already knew the ending: spoiler alert, she hadn’t
found him.
But that wasn’t enough. Jim needed to know what Eve
Black had filled all those pages with, what she’d been doing
since he saw her eighteen years ago standing at the top of
the stairs, what she was telling the world about that night.
When one of the checkout girls asked Jim if he was
feeling okay – he looked flushed and sweaty, she said, was
he coming down with something? – he saw an opportunity.
He radioed Steve to tell him he was going home sick, then
turned the radio off before Steve could come squawking
back. He punched his time-card and hurried to his car in
the shopping centre’s staff car park.
24
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But Jim didn’t drive home. He drove straight into the
city.
There was a branch of Waterstones on Patrick Street.
He’d only been inside once or twice, a long time ago, but he
remembered that it was big and that it ran all the way back
to Paul Street on its other side.
Jim didn’t think he was in any danger but still, there
was no need to draw attention. He wasn’t going to buy the
book from the store where he worked, and neither was he
going to get it from some tiny shop where the clerk would
likely remember every customer and what they purchased.
Buying it online would leave a digital trail and take too long.
Jim needed a copy now.
He parked in the multi-storey on Paul Street and walked
to the bookshop’s rear entrance. He had put his coat on,
hiding his uniform. As the doors swung shut behind him,
the buzz from outside died and he was cocooned in the hush
of the bookshop.
There were three, four other customers that he could see,
plus a guy in a T-shirt in the corner stacking shelves. Way
too quiet altogether. There wasn’t even a radio playing.
Jim slowly but purposefully made his way to the front of
the shop at the other end. He made sure to look like a typical
customer. Picking up the odd book here, there, admiring it,
reading the back, putting it down again. Stopping to inspect
special offers. Having a cursory flip through the books in a
bargain box marked LAST CHANCE TO BUY.
He found The Nothing Man just inside the main doors.
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It had its own table. There were stacks of it on there,
each one several books high, arranged in a semicircle. One
copy was standing upright in the middle, resting on a little
Perspex mount. A handwritten card promised, The story of
Cork’s most famous crime, told by a survivor.
Jim picked one up and placed a palm flat on the cover, as
if he could feel what the pages inside held for him, for his
future.
Was it all in here, every bad thing he had done, all the things
he had packed away since? The Nothing Man was a threat, yes,
but the idea of reading it, of reliving his glory days …
It also brought the giddy promise of a treat.
‘Just came in today, that one did.’ A smiling man was
now on the other side of the table, three feet in front of
Jim. Mid-forties, dressed casually, wearing a name-tag that
identified him as Kevin. ‘Great read, by the way. If you can
stomach it. Crazy to think it all happened right here.’
‘You’ve read it?’ Jim asked.
‘A couple of months ago. We get sent advance copies.’
‘And did she? Find him?’
‘No. Well, yes and no. You see, it’s hard to say ...’
No, it wasn’t. Because here Jim was, still free, still unidenti
fied. He considered asking Kevin to explain himself, but he’d
already had more of a conversation than was probably wise.
Two teenage girls in school uniform came pushing through
the doors, laughing and talking loudly, distracting Kevin,
and Jim took the opportunity to snatch up a copy of the
book and walk away.
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The cash desk was in the middle of the shop. En route,
Jim picked up another book the same size as The Nothing
Man. Its cover was mostly baby-blue sky above a row of
multicoloured beach-huts. He also lifted the first greeting
card he saw that said HAPPY BIRTHDAY from the selection
by the register.
The cashier was female. A young, artsy, college-student
type who considered each title with great interest as she
scanned its barcode.
‘Bit of a random selection,’ she said wryly.
Mind your own business, Jim wanted to roar.
He said, ‘Well, I’m not sure what she likes. My wife. It’s
her birthday.’
‘And so you’re …’ The cashier looked at the two contrast
ing covers in front of her. ‘Hedging your bets?’
‘Something like that.’
‘If you like, I can help you pick—’
‘I’ll just stick with these, thanks.’
He had planned to leave the store the way he’d come in,
but Kevin was down that end of the shop now, straightening
shelves, so he turned on his heel and made for the main
doors instead.
As he pushed through them, he saw that the entire front
window was filled with copies of The Nothing Man.
Behind them, pinned to a red felt board, was a collage of
old newspaper clippings.
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Horror attack in Blackrock.
Special Garda Operation To Chase ‘Nothing Man’.
Family of 4 Dead in Murder Spree in Passage West.
The last one was factually incorrect, a misprint the
morning after when the exact details from inside the house
on Bally’s Lane were still as messy as the scene itself.
Only three people had died in that house.
That, now, was the problem.
Back in the car park, he sat in his car and locked the
doors. He had purposefully parked in a far corner, away
from elevators and the pay machines and so, passing foot
traffic. He took the second book, the one with the beachhuts on the cover, out of the bag and slipped off its dust
jacket. Then he did the same with his copy of The Nothing
Man and swapped the two over, so now each book was
wearing the ‘wrong’ cover, disguising its true content.
Just in case.
Jim opened his own copy of The Nothing Man and flicked
through the opening pages until he found the spot where
Steve had interrupted him.
Then he shifted in his seat, getting comfortable, and read
on.
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